
Lacrosse Shooting Velocity - Base Program
R

Training Tips

1. ACCURACY - Your eyes & butt-end of  
 the stick should point to target in   
 the goal as you load. This will improve  
 accuracy while increasing velocity.

2. LONG PASSES - Defensive players can  
 benefit from the PC360 Training   
 System, increasing their ability to turn
 their hips, core & shoulders with   
 greater power & speed, to improve   
 the distance of long passes.
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1. Load 2. Turn & Shoot
- turn hips & torso right
- fire scap., turn shldrs.
  right

- step, turn hips left, shoot
- 3-4 sets/5 reps FAST
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1. Load
- scap. load
- turn hips/shldrs. rt.

2. Turn & Shoot

*Over Speed Training

- turn hips left
- keep shldrs. closed
- 2-3 sets/5 reps, FASTstarting band resistance

hip trainer-grey/black

Turn belly button fast towards or to the left of 
the target. Hold the finish shooting position for
2-3 seconds to build balance & stability. 

OVERSPEED TRAINING IS ADVANCED! DO NOT
PERFORM THIS IF LESS THAN 15 YEARS OLD
OR until after training drills #1-3 for 3-4 weeks.
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1. Turn Lt. 2. Tuck, Pull,Turn Rt.
- turn torso left
- stretch rt. shldr.
  blade muscles

- fire scap., tuck elbow
- turn shoulders right
- 1-2 sets/10 reps, SLOW
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1. Load, Turn Rt.
- tuck elbow, fire scap.
- turn hips & torso right

2. Step, Turn Hips

Hip Turn Assisted

- step & turn hips left
- shoot SLOW
- 1-2 sets/10 reps

starting band resistance
torso trainer-grey/black
handle-grey/black

starting band resistance
hip trainer-grey/black

The most important focus is to pull the right
arm shoulder blade down against rib cage BEFORE
turning the shoulders! Don’t elevate shoulder.

Turn belly button towards or to the left of the 
shooting target.

More Instructions & Information

Full Instructions Available at:

Web Site: www.powercore360.com

Email: info@powercore360.com

Phone: (970) 556-0435

US Patent (Powercore 360 Power Training System): #7,874,970

Abbreviations:
Lt. = left, Rt. = right, scap = scapula, 

shldr. = shoulder, reps = repetitions  

 
 

General Instructions

1. Perform these drills at least 3x/week.
2. Train from the Ground Up, starting
 with the feet and working up to the legs,
 hips, shoulders, arms & hands.
3. Follow the order of the drills from #1
 before progressing to #2, #3...
4. Get better before doing the next drill.
5. Put Harnesses on Correctly.
6. Connect to correct d-ring on harnesses.
7. The band angles are really important;
 make sure you have the angles correct!
8. Give athletes one movement at a time to 
 work on and avoid trying to correct 
 everything at once.

Precautions

1. For athletes 12 and older.

2. Perform with Doctor’s Consent

3. Stop & Discontinue with Pain, or

    Discomfort

4. Check Bands & Equipment Before Use

5. Do not Use Worn, Damaged Bands, 

    Harnesses, Straps or Equipment

6. Do not Over-Stretch Bands

7. Use with Adult Supervision


